lines of succession and Rules for Combat
Lines of Succession
During the “Distribute Title Cards” step of setup, the character who is highest in each title’s order of succession gains that
title. When a title is lost during the game and is not taken by a specific player, it is given to the player (aside from the one who
is losing the title) whos is able to hold the title and is highest in the title’s order of succession. The orders of succession below
include all characters from all expansions. The CAG Title is only used with the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus.

Admiral

President

CAG

1 Helena Cain

1 Laura Roslin

1 Lee “Apollo” Adama (Pilot)

2 William Adama

2 Gaius Baltar (Political Leader)

2 Kara “Starbuck” Thrace

3 Saul Tigh

3 Lee Adama (Political Leader)

3 Louanne “Kat” Katraine

4 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Military Leader)

4 Tom Zarek (Political Leader)

4 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Pilot)

5 Felix Gaeta

5 Romo Lampkin

5 Sharon “Boomer” Valerii

6 Louis Hoshi

6 Tory Foster

6 Brendan “Hot Dog” Costanza

7 Tom Zarek (Military Leader)

7 Ellen Tigh

7 Samuel T. Anders

8 Lee “Apollo” Adama (Pilot)

8 Lee “Apollo” Adama (Pilot)

8 Lee Adama (Political Leader)

9 Anastasia “Dee” Dualla

9 Tom Zarek (Military Leader)

9 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Military Leader)

10 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Pilot)

10 Felix Gaeta

10 William Adama

11 Kara “Starbuck” Thrace

11 William Adama

11 Helena Cain

12 Louanne “Kat” Katraine

12 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Military Leader)

12 Saul Tigh

13 Sharon “Boomer” Valerii

13 “Chief” Galen Tyrol

13 Felix Gaeta

14 Brendan “Hot Dog” Costanza

14 Gaius Baltar (Support)

14 Anastasia “Dee” Dualla

15 Samuel T. Anders

15 Callandra “Cally” Tyrol

15 Louis Hoshi

16 “Chief” Galen Tyrol

16 Sherman “Doc” Cottle

16 Tom Zarek (Military Leader)

17 Callandra “Cally” Tyrol

17 Helena Cain

17 “Chief” Galen Tyrol

18 Sherman “Doc” Cottle

18 Anastasia “Dee” Dualla

18 Callandra “Cally” Tyrol

19 Lee Adama (Political Leader)

19 Louis Hoshi

19 Sherman “Doc” Cottle

20 Tom Zarek (Political Leader)

20 Karl “Helo” Agathon (Pilot)

20 Tom Zarek (Political Leader)

21 Ellen Tigh

21 Sharon “Boomer” Valerii

21 Ellen Tigh

22 Gaius Baltar (Support)

22 Saul Tigh

22 Gaius Baltar (Support)

23 Gaius Baltar (Political Leader)

23 Brendan “Hot Dog” Costanza

23 Gaius Baltar (Political Leader)

24 Romo Lampkin

24 Samuel T. Anders

24 Tory Foster

25 Tory Foster

25 Kara “Starbuck” Thrace

25 Romo Lampkin

26 Laura Roslin

26 Louanne “Kat” Katraine

26 Laura Roslin
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Activate Raiders
To resolve an “Activate Raiders” icon, activate each raider in
a single space area, chosen by the current player. Then do
the same for all other space areas in the order of the current player’s choosing. Each raider is activated only once.
If it moves into an area with raiders that have not yet been
activated, do not activate it a second time.
To activate a raider, carry out the first action listed below that
it is able to perform. Carry out only one action for each raider.
1.

Attack an Unmanned Viper: The raider attacks an
unmanned viper in its space area. If more than one
unmanned viper is in its space area, the current player
chooses which one it attacks.

2.

Attack a Piloted Viper: If there are no unmanned vipers in
its area, the raider attacks a piloted viper in its space area.
If more than one piloted viper is in its space area, the current player chooses which one it attacks.

3.

Destroy Civilian Ship: If there are no vipers in its area,
the raider destroys one civilian ship in its space area. If
more than one civilian ship is in its space area, the current
player chooses which one it destroys.

4.

Move: If no civilian ships are in its area, the raider moves
to the adjacent space area that is nearer to a civilian ship.
If both adjacent areas are equidistant from the nearest civilian ship(s), the raider moves clockwise around Galactica.

5.

Attack Galactica: If there are no civilian ships on the
game board, the raider attacks Galactica.

If there are no raiders on the game board when raiders are
activated, two raiders are launched from each basestar.
If there are no raiders and no basestars on the gameboard
when raiders are activated (and you are not using the Cylon
Fleet option included in Exodus), nothing happens.
•

If raiders are activated while using the Cylon Fleet option
from Exodus and there are no raiders and no basestars
on the game board, carry out the first of the actions
listed below that can be performed. Carry out only one of
these actions.
A. Place a Raider in the Cylon Fleet: Roll a die and place
a raider in the Cylon space area that matches the
result. Then, increase the Pursuit track.
B.
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Move Ships from the Cylon Fleet: If all raiders are already on the Cylon Fleet game board, find the highest
numbered Cylon space area that contains at least
one raider and move all Cylon ships from that area
to its corresponding space area on the game board.
Then, increase the Pursuit track.

Activate Heavy
Raiders and Centurions
To resolve the “Activate Heavy Raiders and Centurions” icon,
move each centurion one space forward on the Boarding
Party track. If a centurion reaches the end of the track, the
Cylons win the game.
Then activate each heavy raider on the board one at a time in
the order of the current player’s choosing. When a heavy raider
activates, carry out the first action listed below that it is able to
perform. Carry out only one action for each heavy raider.
1.

Board: If the heavy raider is in a space area containing a viper launch icon, remove the ship from the board and place
a centurion on the start space of the Boarding Party track.

2.

Move: If the heavy raider is not in a space area containing
a viper launch icon, move it one space area towards the
nearest space area that contains a viper launch icon.

If there are no heavy raiders on the game board when heavy
raiders and centurions are activated, a heavy raider is
launched from each basestar.
If there are no centurions, heavy raiders, or basestars on the
gameboard when heavy raiders and centurions are activated
(and you are not using the Cylon Fleet option included in Exodus), nothing happens.
•

If heavy raiders and centurions are activated while using
the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus and no centurions,
heavy raiders, or basestars are on the game board, carry
out the first of the actions listed below that can be performed. Carry out only one of these actions.
A. Place a Heavy Raider in the Cylon Fleet: Roll a die
and place a heavy raider in the Cylon space area that
matches the result. Then, increase the Pursuit track.
B.

Move Ships from the Cylon Fleet: If all heavy raiders
are already on the Cylon Fleet game board, find the
highest numbered Cylon space area that contains at
least one heavy raider and move all Cylon ships from
that area to its corresponding space area on the
game board. Then, increase the Pursuit track.

Launch Raiders and
Activate Basestars
To resolve the “Launch Raiders” icon, launch three raiders from each basestar on the game board. To resolve the
“Activate Basestar” icon, each basestar on the game board
attacks Galactica. In both cases, if no basestars are on the
game board (and you are not using the Cylon Fleet option
included in Exodus), nothing happens.
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•

If raiders are launched or basestars are activated while
using the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus and no basestars are on the game board, carry out the first of the
actions listed below that can be performed. Carry out
only one of these actions.

Activate Vipers
•

Launch: Take the viper from the “Reserves” and place it in
a space area marked with the viper launch icon.

A. Place a Basestar in the Cylon Fleet: Roll a die and
place a basestar in the Cylon space area that matches the result. Then increase the Pursuit track.

•

Move: Move the viper from a space area to an adjacent
space area.

B.

Move Ships from the Cylon Fleet: If all basestars
are already on the Cylon Fleet game board, find the
highest numbered Cylon space area that contains
at least one basestar and move all Cylon ships from
that area to its corresponding space area on the
game board. Then increase the Pursuit track.

Additional Rules for
the Cylon Fleet option

When activating a viper, choose one of the following options:

When using the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus, a
player who activates a viper mark VII to move to an
adjacent space area can then immediately move again
from his new space area to an adjacent space area.
•

Attack: Attack a Cylon ship in the viper’s space area.

If using the Cylon Fleet option from Exodus, the following option is also available when activating a viper:
•

Escort: Choose a civilian ship in the viper’s space area
and shuffle it back into in the pile of unused civilian ships.

The following sections describe additional rules for using the
Cylon Fleet option from Exodus.

Basestar Damage Tokens

Advancing the Cylon Pursuit Marker

When a basestar is damaged, draw a random basestar
damage token and place it on or next to the basestar. If a
basestar receives three or more damage tokens, it is destroyed and removed from the game board. Each token has
an additional effect based on the symbol on its face:

Each time the Cylon pursuit marker advances on the Pursuit
track, move the Cylon pursuit marker one space to the right
on the track. When the marker moves onto the space with
one civilian ship printed under it, the CAG places a civilian ship
on the game board. When the marker moves onto the space
with two civilian ships printed under it, the CAG places two
civilian ships, one at a time, on the game board.
When the Cylon pursuit marker advances to the “Auto Attack” space of the Pursuit track, move all Cylon ships from
each Cylon space area on the Cylon Fleet game board to the
corresponding space area on the game board. Then move the
Cylon pursuit marker to the start space of the Pursuit track.

Placing Cylon Ships on the Game Board
When a game effect instructs a player to place Cylon ships on
the game board (for example, the “Cylon Ambush” Destination
Card or a “Launch Raiders” icon), follow these steps in order:
1.

Choose the appropriate types of Cylon ships from among
the ships that are on neither the game board nor the
Cylon Fleet game board. Place these ships on the game
board as instructed.

2.

After step 1, if there are not enough ships to fulfill the
instructions, take ships of the appropriate types from the
Cylon Fleet game board, starting with the lowest-numbered Cylon space area and proceeding in numerical order
until enough of the appropriate ships have been placed.

3.

After step 2, if there are still not enough ships to fulfill the
instructions, the current player decides which ships are
not placed.

Critical Hit: While this token is on a basestar, it
counts as two damage tokens.
Disabled Hanger: While this token is on a basestar,
that basestar cannot launch raiders or heavy raiders.
Disabled Weapons: While this token is on a
basestar, that basestar cannot attack Galactica.
Structural Damage: While this token is on a
basestar, all attacks against that basestar gain +2
to their die rolls.
If players are using the Ionian Nebula option from Exodus,
two additional basestar damage tokens are included. When
a basestar damage token is drawn with one of the following
symbols, place it on or next to the basestar and resolve the
effect described immediately. The token then simply counts
as one damage token on the basestar.
Collateral Damage: When this damage token is
placed on a basestar, destroy up to three raiders
in the same space area as that basestar.
Damage to Personnel: When this damage token is
placed on a basestar, each Cylon player draws two
trauma tokens.
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Attack Table
Unit Attacked

Die Result
3—8 = Destroyed
7—8 = Destroyed
7—8 = Destroyed
Attacking with a Viper: 8 = Damaged
Attacking with Galactica: 5—8 = Damaged
Attacking with an Assault Raptor (from Daybreak): 7—8 = Damaged
5—7 = Damaged
8 = Destroyed
Attacking with a Raider: 8 = Damaged
Attacking with a Basestar: 4—8 = Damaged
Automatically Destroyed (no die roll)

If using the New Caprica Objective Card from Pegasus

5—8 = Destroyed
A player attacking occupation forces may discard
a “Maximum Firepower” Skill Card to reroll the die.
If using the Cylon Fleet Option from Exodus

6—7 = Damaged
8 = Destroyed
If using Daybreak

7—8 = Destroyed

Launching a Nuke
If not using the Cylon Fleet Option
from Exodus, discard a nuke token
to choose a basestar on the board:
1—2 = Damaged Twice
3—6 = Destroyed
7—8 = Destroyed and destroy
		 3 raiders in the same area.
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If using the Cylon Fleet Option from
Exodus, discard a nuke token to
choose a space area:
1—2 = Choose a basestar in the area
		 and damage it twice
3—6 = Destroy a basestar in the area
7 = Destroy a basestar and
		 3 raiders in the area.
8 = Destroy every ship in the area
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